
Weekly Overview

Important note: You may wish to include ‘ff’, ‘ll’ and ‘ss’ with this Set. Additional resources to support the teaching of 
double letters can be found in Ch2 Set 8. However, we recommend teaching all double letters together as part of Set 8.

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)
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Discrete Phonics Sessions

Lesson 1 - Haz the Hen

Recap – Recap sounds (Silly Sausage game) and Ch1 activity (listening to hidden object) 
Intro/Objective – New week, say ‘Hey’ to Haz the Hen (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW

 IWB/tablet - Phonics Shed Game  
Whiteboard/bookwork - formation - using feathers as a quill dipped in paint 
Comprehension - story

Independent:

Resources: Haz the hen story book, Resources 1 to 7, several percussion instruments (e.g. drum,  
maraca, finger cymbals, rainmaker), Phonics Shed Game Optional: feathers and ink/watercolours.

Recap – Recap sounds (Peekaboo) and HFWs 
Intro/Objective – say ‘Boo’ to Bumble the Bee (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW

IWB/tablet - Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork - formation (on vertical surface)  
Comprehension - Pictures to word match

Independent:

Lesson 2 - Bumble the Bee

Resources – Bumble the Bee story book, Resources 8 to 14 (Resources 15 to 17 are optional extras),  
Phonics Shed Game, Optional: wall and paint brushes or chalk board easel with chalks.

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase Flashcards
• High Frequency Words
• Chapter 2 Set 5 Story Books
• Optional: Blending and Segmenting Visual Resources

• Puppet Joe
• Tablets or Smartboard (IWB)
• Whiteboards and Pens/Paper and Pencils
• Highlighters

Resources
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Recap – Recap sounds and HFWs 
Intro/Objective – Say ‘Lovely to meet you’ to Lily the Ladybird (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – Song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW

IWB/tablet: Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork: Formation 
Comprehension: Story

Independent:

Lesson 4 - Lily the Ladybird

Resources: Lily the Ladybird story book, Resources 28 to 34, Phonics Shed 
Game, Bingo dabbers or felt pens.

Intervention/Consolidation Suggestions: If the children require further consolidation of Set 5 sounds, try 
Set 5 consolidation week. Alternatively, see continuous provision plan for additional small group activities.

Double letter resources for ‘ff’, ‘ll’ and ‘ss’ can be found in Ch2 Set 8.

Guidance Documents: Lesson Sequencing guidance, Chapter 2 Set 5 training videos, Chapter 2 guidance 
documents

Assessment tracker: see website

What’s next? Set 6: j, v, w, x

Recap – Recap sounds and blending and segmenting activity 
Intro/Objective – say a friendly ‘Hello’ to Flick the Fly (see, sound, name, action) 
Whole Group – song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW

IWB/tablet: Phonics Shed game  
Whiteboard/bookwork: formation 
Comprehension: Yes or no game

Independent:

Lesson 3 - Flick the Fly

Resources: Flick the Fly story book, Resources 18 to 25 (Resources 26 and 27 are 
optional extras), Phonics Shed Game.

Recap – Previous Sounds and initial sound matching. 
Intro/Objective – What have we covered this week? 
Whole Group – Blending and Segmenting real and alien words

IWB/tablet: formation 
Whiteboard/bookwork: practicing spellings. 
Comprehension: labelling pictures

Independent:

Lesson 5 - Consolidation

Resources: Set 5 story books, Resources 36 to 43 (Resource 44 is an optional 
extra), Optional: Phonics Shed Game.
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Writing

• Make a card to go with a present/writing gift tag (Flick)
• Letter formation sheets

Reading

• Book List
• Non-fiction texts about flying
• Find the object books (e.g. Where’s Wally) 
• High Frequency Word Bingo (Resource 28)

Small World

• Flower garden (Flick/Lily)
• Farm (Haz)
• Airport

Numeracy

• Positional Language (Haz)
• Colour Mixing Addition (Bumble) (Resource 15)
• Stripy repeating patterns (Bumble) (Resource 16)
• Subtraction questions within 5 (Flick) (Resource 27)

Construction

• Build a hen house (Haz)
• Build something with wings

Role Play

• Gift shop (Flick) [link to numeracy with money].
• Garden centre/florist (Flick/Lily)

Sand

• Seeds in tray to scoop, pour, plant in mud/sand, 
sieve etc. (Flick)

• Fake flowers to plant

Water

• Leaves/lily pads in the water (Lily) [write numbers/
letters on for activities].

Craft

• Create an egg carrier/protector (Haz).
• Make a Bumble model (Resource 17)
• Design wrapping paper for Flick’s presents.
• Leaf prints (Lily) [links to outdoor]
• Make a flower (Flick) (Resource 26)

Music

• Character song sheets in the area
• Flight of the Bumblebee by Rimsky Korsakov (listen 

and appraise/create art from listening) (Bumble)
• Flight of the Bumblebee videos [ICT]

Outdoor

• Play hide and hunt outside. (Haz)
• Hide HFW/flashcards for children to hunt for. (Haz)
• Balancing activities outside (Bumble) [PD session]
• Leaf rubbing (Lily)

ICT

• Phonics Shed Games https://play.edshed.com/en-gb
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M93qXQWaBdE 

– Flight of the Bumblebee (pianist)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rO9mKuBpBXI 

Flight of the Bumblebee (dance cartoon)
• Number bonds within 5 https://play.edshed.com/en-

gb/quizgame/QJCBBFN

Other/Notes

Other small group activities: Circle Time How can we be kind like Flick - what else could we do for our friends?  
Discussion of times we have felt lonely  
Homework: Nature walk (Resource 44), formation practice sheets

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Continuous/Enhanced Provision Suggestions
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach it.  
Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Important Note

Avoid using digraphs/trigraphs containing 
‘h’, such as ‘th’, ‘ch’ and ‘igh’. ‘the’ is a Chapter 
2 sight word so can be included.

Recap

Recap Previous Sounds: Cycle through all known sounds (Set 1 to 4). Play Silly sausage game. “Now we are going to 
play the silly sausage game! I’m going to show you a card and say a sound, name or character. If I say the right one, 
do the matching action and copy what I say; if I say the wrong one give me a thumbs down and say ‘silly sausage!’”. 
Cycle through the cards making suggestions and the children to respond appropriately.

Listening Activity: Look at a selection of percussion instruments with the children (go through their names), then put 
them all in a bag/box so that the children can’t see them. Pick one and make a sound with it. Can the children guess 
which instrument it is? Repeat.

Introduction

Hide the Haz the hen flashcard (character side facing 
out) somewhere where the children can spot it (and you 
can easily reach it!). “I wonder who our new ‘Phonics 
Shed’ character is going to be today? She is hiding at the 
moment, let’s see if we can find her” Have the children look 
around to spot the flashcard before introducing.
• See: Show lowercase flashcard. “This is Haz the hen

– say ‘Hey’ to Haz!’” Children and Joe wave and say
‘Hey’ to Haz.

• Sound: Demonstrate the sound ‘h’ makes (ensure you
breathe the ‘hh’, NOT ‘huh’, it is unvoiced). Run Joe’s
hand or your finger down and over Haz’s body to
demonstrate formation.

• Name: “This is an ‘aych’/’haitch’. It’s name is
‘aych’/’haitch’ and its sound is h, h, h.” Ask the children
‘What’s the letter’s name?” and “What sound does it
make?”

• Action: “Haz loves to hide. She also loves to hunt for
friends; look how she covers her eyes when she is
counting before going to hunt!” Either show children
the action or Joe to show. (Hiding eyes with hands)
“Can you cover your eyes like Haz?” Children repeat.
“When we see Haz, this is what we do to let her know
we want to play hide and hunt!”

• Uppercase: Show uppercase flash card, “Now, this is
where Haz loves to hide, her hen house. It makes the
same sound as Haz and has the same letter name
(aych/haitch), but it is a capital letter, it is bigger.
We use a capital at the start of names, places and
sentences.”

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase flashcards

(Set 1 to 4 and h)

• High Frequency Words (Set 1 to 4, ‘had’ and ‘him’)

• Puppet Joe

• Haz the hen story book

• Resources 1 to 7

• Whiteboards and pens or workbooks with resources 2 to 4

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Highlighters

• Several percussion instruments (e.g. drum, maraca,

finger cymbals, rainmaker)

• Phonics Shed Game

• Optional: feathers (or quills) and ink or watercolours

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Lesson: One Lesson Focus: Haz the Hen
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Independent Activities

Whole Group

• Song: Sing/Listen to the song once and then ask the 
children to join in, you may need to talk through the 
words too. The song will be repeated at least twice 
(Resource 1)

• Formation: 
 Ș Lowercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 

from the top of her head to her toes, then up 
and over her body to her tail. Encourage children 
to try in the sky, saying the rhyme as they sky 
write.

 Ș Uppercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 

Down both sides of the hen house and over the 
door. Encourage children to try in the sky again, 
saying the rhyme as they sky write with their 
fingers.

• Story: Share Haz the Hen’s story and ask 
comprehension questions.

• HFW: Introduce ‘had’ and ‘him’, sound them out 
and use in a sentence. Remind children why we 
are learning high frequency words and that we are 
trying to know they without sounding them out.

Suggested Set up: Children complete at least 2 activities.

Play a Phonics Shed game (https://play.edshed.com/en-gb)

IWB/tablet

Suggestion: feathers dipped in ink/water colour paint 
(like a quill) to practice formation.

Simplify – straight lines and bounces with formation 
(Resource 2)

Expect – guided ‘h formation and HFWs (Resource 3)

Extend – guided ‘h’ formation and words (Resource 4)

Simplify – Highlighting ‘h’ in a sentence (Resource 5)

Expect – Highlighting ‘h’ in a short story (Resource 6)

Extend – Highlighting ‘h’ in a story (Resource 7)

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘h’ /h/

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities or consolidating sounds from previous week (Set 4).

Lesson: One  
Lesson Focus: Haz the Hen

Comprehension

Whiteboard/book

Plenary

Praise the children for their achievements this session and address any misconceptions.

“Today we met Haz the hen and tomorrow we will be meeting Bumble the bee” [unless 
consolidation lesson is needed then “ Today we met Haz the hen and tomorrow we will be doing 
some more work with her”]

Sing the Haz song (Resource 1) and add actions to it (e.g. letter action for ‘h, h, h’ sounds).

Further Teaching Points

• Play hide and hunt outside.
• Hide HFW/flashcards for children to hunt for.
• Create an egg carrier/protect an egg challenge.
• Using positional language to describe where things are.

Traditional tale: The Little Red Hen 
Why not try: The Little Red Hen Flap 
Book by Jonathon Allen (2003)  
[ISBN: 978-0552548120]

Suggested Story
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach it.  
Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Important Note

Avoid double and silent ‘b’s to avoid confusion. 
‘bb’ is included in Set 8 as optional additional 
content.

Recap

Introduction

High Frequency Words: Cycle through all HFW flashcards (Set 1 to 4 and ‘had’ and ‘him’)

Recap Previous Sounds: “Yesterday we met someone who loves to hide – can you remember who? Yes that’s right, it 
was Haz the Hen! Now, she’s going to hide in the rest of the cards, can you shout ‘Peekaboo!’ when you spot her?” Slot 
‘h’ into flashcards and cycle through (Set 1 to 4), encouraging children to say sounds and do actions for each card and 
shout ‘Peekaboo!’ when they spot Haz (‘h’). Repeat with uppercase and/or letter names.

“You might recognise this character from other things we 
have looked at.”
• See: Show lowercase flashcard. “This is Bumble the 

Bee – say ‘Boo!’ to Bumble!’” Children and Joe wave 
and say ‘Boo!’ to Bumble. 

• Sound: “Now, what do you notice about Bumble! That’s 
right, they’re balancing on their head! They thinks it 
helps to make their brain work better! When Bumble is 
using their brain they make this sound”. Demonstrate 
the sound ‘b’ makes (ensuring you bounce the ‘b-b-
b-b’ NOT ‘buh’. Run Joe’s hand or your finger down 
Bumble’s sting and around his belly.

• Name: “This is a ‘bee’. It’s name is ‘bee’ and its sound is 
b-b-b-b.” Ask the children ‘What’s the letter’s name?” 
and “What sound does it make?”

• Action: Either show children the action or Joe to show. 
(one finger reaching high into the air [sting pointing 
up]) “Our finger is just like Bumble’s sting when he 
balances with his bottom in the air” Children repeat 
action. “When we see Bumble, we can show them we 
are using our brains too by doing this!”

• Uppercase: Show uppercase flash card, “If you look 
at big Bumble, it is showing us a different way we 
can write the letter ‘bee’. It makes the same sound 
as Bumble and has the same letter name (bee), but 
I think you know what type of letter it is? That’s right, 
it is a capital letter. Who can remember when we use 
capital letters? That’s right again, we use a capital at 
the start of names, places and sentences”.

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase flashcards (Set 1 to 4,  

h and b)

• High frequency word cards (Set 1 to 4, ‘had’, ‘him’, ‘but’, 

‘back’ and ‘big’)

• Puppet Joe

• Bumble the Bee story book

• Resources 8 to 14 (Resources 15 to 17 are optional extras)

• Whiteboards & pens or workbooks with resources 9 to 11

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Phonics Shed Game

• Optional: wall and paint brushes or chalk board easel with 

chalks

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Lesson: Two Lesson Focus: Bumble the Bee



Whole Group

• Song: Sing/Listen to the song once and then ask the 
children to join in, you may need to talk through the 
words too. The song will be repeated at least twice 
(Resource 8)

• Formation: 
 Ș Lowercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 

Straight down from sting to head, back up to its 
bottom and around its belly. Encourage children 
to try on their partners back with their fingers.

 Ș Uppercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 
Straight down from sting to head, then around 
its bottom and around its belly. Encourage 
children to try on their partners back with their 
fingers.

• Story: Share Bumble the Bee’s story and ask 
comprehension questions.

• HFW: Introduce ‘back’, ‘big’ and ‘but’. Can they 
make a sentence with all three words in?

Independent Activities
Suggested Set up: Children complete at least 2 activities.

Play a Phonics Shed game (https://play.edshed.com/en-gb)

IWB/tablet

Suggestion: Formation on vertical surface (e.g. paint brush 
and water on wall, chalk board/whiteboard)

Simplify – sticks and curves with ‘b’ formation (Resource 9)

Expect – guided ‘b’ formation and words (Resource 10)

Extend – guided ‘b’ formation and HFWs (Resource 11)

Simplify – Picture to word match (Resource 12)

Expect – Picture to word match missing ‘b’ (Resource 13)

Extend – Complete the sentences (Resource 14)

Comprehension

Whiteboard/book

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘b’ /b/ 

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities or consolidating sounds from previous week (Set 4)

Plenary

“Joe has a problem that he needs help to solve” Think of a problem, for example: he doesn’t 
know what to chose for lunch, he can’t decide what his favourite animal is, he is scared to do 
something, or something linked to another topic.

Praise the children for their achievements this session and address any misconceptions.

Have the children do the action (or stand up and touch their toes) to see if it helps them think of 
a solution to the problem.

“Today we met Bumble the bee and tomorrow we will be meeting Flick the fly” [unless 
consolidation lesson is needed then “ Today we met Bumble the bee and tomorrow we will be 
doing some more work with them”]

Copyright © 2020 Education Shed Ltd

Further Teaching Points

• Bumble’s Honeypots colour mixing (Resource 15)
• Stripy repeating patterns (Resource 16)
• Make a Bumble model (Resource 17)
• Balancing activities outside

The Bumblebear by Nadia Shireen  
(2016) [ISBN: 978-1780080154]

Suggested Story

Lesson: Two  
Lesson Focus: Bumble the Bee
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach 
it. Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Recap

Introduction

Recap Previous Sounds: Cycle through previous flashcards (Set 1 to 4, h and b), mixing up their order. Encourage 
children to say sound and do the action. Repeat with letter names and/or capitals.

Blending and Segmenting: Read a word to the children (Resource 18) and have them attempt to write it using their 
blending and segmenting skills. You may wish to have the blending and segmenting visual resources available to 
support this activity.

“Are we all sitting nicely, ready to meet our next ‘Phonics 
Shed’ character? He is really kind and generous and loves 
to make his friends smile.”
• See: Show lowercase flashcard. “This is Flick the Fly – 

say a friendly ‘Hello Flick!’” Children and Joe wave and 
say ‘Hello’ to Flick. 

• Sound: “Flick the Fly has to flap his wings hard to fly, 
listen very carefully - can you hear the sound his wings 
make?” Demonstrate the sound ‘f’ makes (ensuring 
you stretch the ‘fffff’ NOT ‘fuh’). Run Joe’s hand or your 
finger down and across Flick’s body.

• Name: “This is an ‘eff’. It’s name is ‘eff’ and its sound is 
‘fffff’.” Ask the children ‘What’s the letter’s name?” and 
“What sound does it make?”

• Action: Either show children the action or Joe to show. 
(flap hands like wings [not arms]) “Can you flap your 
little wings like Flick? When we see Flick, we can say 
thank you for being so kind by flapping our little wings 
just like him.

• Uppercase: Show uppercase flash card, “If you look 
at one of Flick’s flowers, it shows us a different way 
we can write the letter ‘eff’. It makes the same sound 
as Flick and has the same letter name (eff), but I 
think you know what type of letter it is? That’s right, 
it is a capital letter. Who can remember when we use 
capital letters? That’s right again, we use a capital at 
the start of names, places and sentences”

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase flashcards  

(Set 1 to 4, h, b and f)

• High Frequency Word Cards (Set 1 to 4, ‘had’,  

‘him, ‘but’, ‘big’, ‘back’, ‘if’, ‘from’ and ‘of’) 

• Puppet Joe

• Flick the Fly story book

• Resources 18 to 25 (Resources 26 and 27 are optional extras)

•  Whiteboards and pens or workbooks with resources  

 20 to 22

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Phonics Shed Game 

• Optional: Blending and Segmenting visual resources

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Lesson: Three Lesson Focus: Flick the Fly

Important Note

‘of’ is a sight word as ‘f’ as a ‘v’ sound is very uncommon. 
Avoid other graphemes that make a ‘f’ sound, such 
as ‘gh’ and ‘ph’. You may wish to teach ‘ff’ during this 
lesson, additional resources for this can be found with 
the Set 8 Resources (Muffin the Puffin). We recommend, 
however, that ‘ff’ is taught with other doubles as part 
of Set 8.
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Whole Group

• Song: Sing or Listen to the song once, and then ask 
the children to join in, you may need to talk through 
the words too. The song will be repeated at least 
twice (Resource 19) 
Formation: 
 Ș Lowercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 

Over his head, down his body, and across both 
wings. Encourage children to try on their thigh 
with their fingers.

 Ș Uppercase Uppercase Formation Animation 
with rhyme – Down the stem, across the petals 
and across the leaves. Encourage children to try 

on their thigh with their fingers
• Story: Share Flick the Fly’s story and ask 

comprehension questions.
• HFW: Introduce ‘if’ and ‘from’ and ask the children 

to sound them out. Now introduce ‘of’ and explain 
that it is a sight word because the ‘f’ is voiced, so 
instead of the breathed ‘fffff’ sound we make the 
same mouth movement but make the sound with 
our voice – ‘o-vvvv’. Have the children put their 
hands on their throats to feel the difference.

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘f’ /f/

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities or consolidating sounds from previous week (Set 4)

Independent Activities
Suggested Set up: Carousel of all activities.

Play a Phonics Shed game (https://play.edshed.com/en-gb

IWB/tablet

Simplify – Guided ‘f’ flowers (Resource 20)

Expect – Guided ‘f’ flowers and HFWs  
[extend to name writing] (Resource 21)

Extend – Guided ‘f’ flowers and captions (Resource 22)Comprehension - Yes or No game

Simplify – F or X (Resource 23)

Expect – Initial sounds (Resource 24)

Extend – Yes or no (Resource 25)

Comprehension

Whiteboard/book

Plenary

Praise the children for their achievements this session and address any misconceptions.

Sing the Flick song (Resource 19) use fingers to demonstrate the number of flowers Flick gave 
away (links to numeracy: Resource 27)

“Today we met Flick the fly and tomorrow we will be meeting his friend Lily the ladybird” [unless 
consolidation lesson is needed then “ Today we met Flick the fly and tomorrow we will be doing 
some more work with him”]

Further Teaching Points

• Writing gift tags (including to and from)
• Designing wrapping paper
• Gift shop role play using money.
• Making paper flowers (Resource 26)
• Subtraction within 5 (Resource 27)

The Fly That Forgot its Name 
[ONLINE] by Sherya Sharma (2016) 
https://www.bedtimeshortstories.
com/the-fly-that-forgot-its-name#

Suggested Story

Lesson: Three  
Lesson Focus: Flick the Fly
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach it. 
Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Recap

Recap Previous Sounds: Cycle through previous flashcards (Set 1 to 4, h, b and f), mixing up their order. Encourage 
children to say sound and do the action. Repeat with letter names and/or capitals.

High Frequency Word Bingo: Cut out bingo cards from Resource 28. Split group into 5 smaller groups or print out 
multiple sheets to allow for one card each (and multiple winners). Give the children bingo dabbers or felt pens. Using 
the High Frequency Word Cards (Set 1 to 5 but not ‘help’), shuffle them and pull out one at a time. Ideally the children 
should recognise the word when it is read and not need to see the word, however, some children may need to see the 
card for some or all the words.

The children must shout bingo when they have crossed out all of their words (you may wish to start with 3 in a row 
and progress to house, or even just do first to 3 in a row if you are short on time).

Introduction

“It’s time to meet our final ‘Phonics Shed’ character of the 
week! Oh no! She’s feeling a little bit lonely, and a little bit 
glum. Let’s get to know her and see if we can cheer her up!”
• See: Show lowercase flashcard. “This is Lily the 

ladybird – say ‘Lovely to meet you’” Children and Joe 
wave and repeat. 

• Sound: Demonstrate the sound ‘l’ makes (ensuring 
you stretch the ‘llllll’ NOT ‘luh’.) Run Joe’s hand or your 
finger down Lily, showing the correct formation

• Name: “This is an ‘ell’. It’s name is ‘ell’ and its sound is 
lllllll.” Ask the children ‘What’s the letter’s name?” and 
“What sound does it make?”

• Action: “Now, Lily lives on her own leaf on a large 

tree. Sometimes for fun she like to slide down her leaf 
just like this”. Either show children the action or Joe to 
show. (Slide one finger down your hand) “Can you 
show me how Lily slides down her leaf?” Children 
repeat action. “When we see Lily, this is what we do 
to show her she is not alone!” 

• Uppercase: Show uppercase flash card, “Here is the 
leaf that Lily lives next door to! It shows us a different 
way we can write the letter ‘ell’. It makes the same 
sound as Lily and has the same letter name (ell), but 
I think we all know by now it is a…? Capital letter, yes, 
and we use it for…? Well done, we use a capital at the 
start of names, places and sentences.”

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase flashcards (Set 1 to 5)

• High Frequency Word Cards (Set 1 to 5)

• Puppet Joe

• Lily the Ladybird story book

• Resources 28 to 34

• Whiteboards and pens or workbooks with resources 30 to 32

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Highlighters

• Phonics Shed Game

• Bingo dabbers or felt pens.

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Lesson: Four Lesson Focus: Lily the ladybird

Important Note

Avoid where ‘l’ is part of a different sound, e.g. ‘walk’, 
‘palm’. You may wish to teach ‘ll’ during this lesson, 
additional resources for this can be found with the Set 
8 Resources (Billy the Bull). We recommend, however, 
that ‘ll’ is taught with other doubles as part of Set 8.
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Whole Group

• Song: Sing/Listen to the song once and then ask the 
children to join in, you may need to talk through the 
words too. The song will be repeated at least twice 
(Resource 29)

• Formation: 
 Ș Lowercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 

Down the leaf to the stem. Encourage children 
to try on the back of their opposite hand.

 Ș Uppercase Formation Animation with rhyme – 
Down the leaf and across the stem. Encourage 
children to try on the back of their opposite hand.

• Story: Share Lily the Ladybird’s story and ask 
comprehension questions.

• HFW: Introduce ‘help’ and ask the children to use it 
in a sentence.

Lesson: Four  
Lesson Focus: Lily the ladybird

Independent Activities

Further Teaching Points

Suggested Set up: Children complete at least 2 activities.

Play a Phonics Shed game (https://play.edshed.com/en-gb)

IWB/tablet

Simplify – guided ‘l’ formation (Resource 30)

Expect – guided ‘l’ formation and words (Resource 31

Extend – guided ‘l’ formation and caption (Resource 32)
Simplify – Highlighting ‘l’ in a sentence (Resource 33)

Expect – Highlighting ‘l’ in a short story (Resource 34)

Extend – Highlighting ‘l’ in a story (Resource 35)

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘l’ /l/ 

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities or consolidating sounds from previous week (Set 4)

• Making a flower garden 
• Leaves in the water - write numbers/letters on them
• Leaf rubbing

Comprehension

Whiteboard/book

Plenary

Praise the children for their achievements this session and address any misconceptions.

“Today we met Lily the ladybird and tomorrow we will be recapping everything we have learnt 
this week” [unless consolidation lesson is needed then “ Today we met Lily the ladybird and 
tomorrow we will be doing some more work with her”]

Sing the Lily song (Resource 29) and use fingers to write ‘l’ to create ‘leaves’ in different places for Lily to land on.

What the Ladybird Heard by 
Julia Donaldson (2018)  
[ISBN: 978-1509862566]

Suggested Story
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for 
this lesson yourself before you begin to teach it.

Please also see Lesson Sequencing and Ch2 
Guidance documents.

Important Note

If you have decided to teach ‘ff’ and ‘ll’ as part 
of this Set, you may also wish to include ‘ss’ 
in this consolidation lesson. Resources for this 
can be found in Set 8 (Jess the Grasshopper). 
However, we do recommend that double 
letters are taught together as part of Set 8.

Recap

Recap Previous Sounds: Cycle through previous flashcards (Set 1 to 5), mixing up their order. Encourage children to 
say sound and do the action. Repeat with letter names and/or capitals.

Initial Sounds: Odd One Out Say initial sounds of pictures (Resource 36). Work with the children to match the words 
with the same initial sounds. “Which picture is the Odd One Out?”

Introduction

“What have we been learning this week?”
Encourage children to think about and discuss all the letters, sounds HFWs and activities that they have completed to cover 
Ch2 Set 5 sounds. You may wish to start the discussion in pairs or threes and then have the children share their thoughts.
Prompts: What was your favourite activity this week? Can you think of a new word/letter you have learnt this week? Which 
letters/high frequency words did we look at this week? What did you find tricky and why?

Whole Group

• Choose a selection of the words on the Resource 37 list and model sounding them out then writing them.
• If you are using Alien words, you may wish to cut out the aliens, and stick them by the words the children 

identify as alien words.
• You do not need to use all these words, just a selection based on the children’s abilities.
• You may wish to give children a whiteboard each and have them draw a picture for some of the words to 

show understanding.

• Ch2 Flashcards and Uppercase flashcards (Set 1 to 5)

• High Frequency Word Cards (Set 1 to 5)

• Puppet Joe

• Chapter 2 Set 5 story books

• Resources 36 to 43 (Resource 44 is an optional extra)

• Whiteboards and pens

• Tablets or smartboard (IWB)

• Pencils

• Optional: Blending and Segmenting visual resources 

and Phonics Shed Game.

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 (h, b, f, l)

Lesson: Five Lesson Focus: Consolidation

You may alternatively wish to use one of the Phonics Shed games: https://play.edshed.com/en-gb
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Lesson: Five  
Lesson Focus: Consolidation

Independent Activities
Suggested Set up: Carousel of activities, children complete as many as possible. Whiteboard work adult led.

Simplify – write initial sound of pictures (Resource 41)

Expect – write labels for each of the pictures (Resource 42)

Extend – write captions for each of the pictures (Resource 43)

Comprehension

Plenary

Praise the children for their achievements this session and this week and address any misconceptions.

Vote to choose favourite story of the week to read.

Assessment

Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence – ‘h’ /h/, ‘b’ /b/, ‘f’ /f/ and ‘l’ /l/

If the children found this lesson too difficult, try using the same lesson in the consolidation week tomorrow, 
rerunning this lesson with unused independent activities or consolidating sounds from previous week (Set 4)

“Today we recapped what we have learned this week, next week we will be meeting some more 
Phonics Shed characters” [Unless consolidation week is needed: “Today we recapped what we 
have learned this week, next week we will be working with these characters again”

Extend: Have the children do the correct action when they hear one of this weeks sounds (h, b, f, l)

Further Teaching Points

• Suggested Homework – Nature Trail (Resource 44)
• See the continuous provision suggestions for consolidation 

activities that can be completed in the areas.

What Next?: If the children seem ready, move on to 
Chapter 2 Set 6 (j, v, w, x).

If the children need to consolidate Set 5, use the Chapter 2 
Set 5 Consolidation planning before moving on to Set 6.

Mad about Minibeasts by Giles Andreae (2011) 
[ISBN: 978-1408309476]  
Alternatively, Why not try reading the Set 4 
phonics stories outside of discrete phonics 
sessions?

Suggested Story

IWB/tablet

Display Resources 38 and 39 on the IWB or tablet.

Using drawing overlay software, such as Drawing 
Markups on Adobe PDF reader, have the children 
complete the formation practice sheets with smart pens 
or their fingers.

Children to self-differentiated with available resources 

Letter practice - (Resource 38)

Work practice - (Resource 39)

List of words to read out (Resource 40), children to write 
in book/on whiteboard 

Simplify – list one/initial sounds

Expect – list one/two

Extend – list two/three (including captions)

Alternatively use the Spelling Shed list for this Set (this 
list contains double letters)

Whiteboard/book



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Set 5 Resources 
 
  

Chapter 2 



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 1 

Haz the hen's song: (to the tune of If You're Happy and You Know it) 
 

If you’re hiding from the hog in hide 
and hunt [cover eyes and ‘h’ ‘h’]  

If you’re hiding from the hog in hide 
and hunt [cover eyes and ‘h’ ‘h’] 

If you’re hiding with Haz the hen, 
help the hog out again.  

If you’re hiding from the hog, 
Hum, hum, hum. [cover eyes and ‘h’ ‘h’] 

  



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 2 

 
  



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 3 

  



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 4 

  



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 5 

Find and highlight the ‘H’s and ‘h’s in the Haz the hen story. 
Every time you find one, can you write it in the hen house? 
 
 

Haz is a happy hen. 

Haz is playing hide and hunt.  

A hog is hunting.  

The hog finds her under a hat.   



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 6 

Find and highlight the ‘H’s and ‘h’s in the Haz the hen story. 
Every time you find one, can you write it in the hen house? 
 
Haz is a happy hen.  
 
Haz is playing hide and hunt.  
 
A hog is hunting.  
 
Haz is hiding in her hen house.  
   
If Haz hums, the hog will hear her hum. 
 
Haz helps the hog. 
  
The hog finds her under a hat.   
  



Ch2 Set 5 Resource 7 

Find and highlight the ‘H’s and ‘h’s in the Haz the hen story. 
Every time you find one, can you write it in the hen house? 
 
Haz is a happy hen. Haz has a lot of fun playing alongside her friends. 
  
Today, Haz is playing hide and hunt. A hog is hunting. 
Haz is hiding from him, here in her hen house.  
  
How will the hog find her? He hunts in a haystack. 
Haz is not hiding in a haystack. 
  
He hurries over to Haz’s hen house and pokes his head inside. 
It is dark, and he still cannot find her. “Can you help me?” he asks. 
How can Haz help him? 
 
By humming of course. If Haz hums, hog will hear her humming 
and he can find her. How very helpful. 
  
The hog follows her humming and, under a huge hat, he finds her. 
“A ha, here you are,” he says proudly.  
  
Now it is Haz’s turn to hunt. The hog happily hurries off to hide. 
Hiding and hunting makes hogs and hens happy. 
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